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The nth. order structures of a liquid, defined as the ensemble average 
of a product of n Fourier components of the atomic density, is studied 
in the limit of long wavelength for one or rntwre Fourier components. 
Ballontino & Lakshmi (1976), using the theory o f fluctuations have 
shown that these limits are simply related to lower order structure 
functions and their derivatives with respect to pressure. Values of 
these quantities calculated on the basis of perturbation treatment of 
Porcus-Yevick equation are in good agreement with experiment.
1. T hboby
Ballentine & Lakshmi (1975) have shown that the w-th order structure functions 
is related to the (n—1) th order structure function in the limit 0 as follows
pksT [ .... ... (1)
where p is the no. density (=
At present wo have sufficient information to calculate 0)
for w =  3,
«a («. -  iT, 0) =  pkaT ^+«sK0).<S,(JS:) <2)
and for w =  4 in a limiting ease,
S {^K, - K ,  0 ,0) =  (phaTf
x { s , W .  [ -5 ;[ ,^ ]^ + 3 « .(0 ) . ... (3)
Taking square well potential as perturbation over hard sphere potential solution 
of Perous-Yevick equation, Rao & Sen (1976) have deduced an expression for the
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Fourier transform o f the total correlation ftmciioa, C(r). usii^ that expression, 
■m can show that
-S*(0) =  [cc-87ie(X»~l)l(kaT)]-^ ... (4)
where i/ =  npa^l6, <r being the so called hard i j^here diameter, a =  ( l + 27)*/(l-i/)*, 
A and e are square well parameters.
Using the so-called model o f Egelstaff et al (1971), Rao & Murthy (1975, 
1976) have deduced expressions for
using these expressions along with eqs. (1H4) and the expressions deduced by 
Rao <fe Sen (1976), we can calculate (K, 0) and (A", — A\ 0, 0) as func­
tions o f K, Ballentine & Lakshmi (1975) huve also shown that
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<S3(0,0, 0) =  [«*(0)]*X { 2-f/yr-* [ ]^ } (6 )
and
0, 0, 0) =  [/?*(0)f X { 6+7/Srr ] J  -  («>
where fij, is the isothermal compressibility which is related to tS!2(0)as
8Si) -  ptcBTfir
using eqs. (4)-(7), we can easily show that
«3(0, 0 ,0) =  [S3(0)?x [2-.S3(0)x
X {(1 + 2 i;)(1 + 9 7 i + 2 f ) l ( l  - 17)® - 16}e/(*:B7’){^(A*-1)}]
(7)
(8)
and
8^ (0, 0, 0,0) =  [S3(0)]»x [6-8S s(0)x 
X {(1 + 2 i;)(1 + 9 i? + 2 i7 * )/(1  - 17)® - 16{e/(*B7’)h (A » -1)}
+3[53(0)]a X {(1 + 2 i7)(1+9i/+2»7*)/(1 1)}*
-i7/Sf3(0){(16+84i7+72»7*-t-8i7®)/(l-57)*-16{e/(l:B7)}x(A9-l)}] (9 )
thus we can calculate 183(0, 0, 0) and ^j(0, 0, 0, 0) by knowing the parameters 
cr, A and efka-
2. R esults and Discussions
St(K, —K, 0) and 8t(K, - K ,  0 ,0) are calculated using eqs. (2) and (3). 
The potential parameters used are those determined by Rao & Murthy (1974,
140 B. V. Gopala Bao and D. Sen
1976) by fitting experimental aS^2(-^) data at first peak position and are shown in 
table 1. S {^K, ^ K , 0) and S {^K, —K, 0, 0) are shown in figures 1 and 2. Results
on Rb are in good agreement with experimental values o f Ballentine & Lakshmi 
(1975). Unfortunately there arc? no experimenoal data in the case o f mercury 
to compare with the calculated values. ^3(0, 0, 0) and /S4(0, 0 , 0, 0) calculated 
by using eqs. (8) and (9) are shown in table 2 with experimental values of Bridge- 
man (1911) and Davis & Gordon (1967) and hard sphere calculations of Ballentine 
& Lakshmi. (1976).
Table 1. Potential parameters used for liquid mercury and rubidium.
Liquid Temp. s/Kb A P
motal (“K) (A) (°K) atom A”®
Mercury 295 2-8 100 1*73 0*04097
Rubidium 333 4*306 96*14 1*65 0*010716
Pig. 1. S {^K  ^ Kf 0) V 8 . K  curve for Rb and Hg along with experimental values.
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